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Irregular Solution of a System of Coupled Schrijdinger Equations 

In some problems of quantum mechanics where it is necessary to solve a system 
of coupled Schriidinger equations, it is sufficient to know only the regular solution 
Xr and its derivative dX,/dx (e.g., channel coupling theory of nuclear reactions [l]), 
while in other problems we need also the irregular solution Xi and its derivative 
dXr/dx (e.g., the penetrability in the 01 radioactive decay [2], the optical pene- 
trability in the theory of isobaric analogue resonances and R-matrix theory [3]), 
In [4] we derived the regular solution and its derivative for this system of coupled 
equations. Now, in this note, on the basis of the method exposed in [4], analytical 
formulas for the irregular solution of the system and its derivative are obtained. 
As examples of application of these formulas we deduce the irregular solution 
for the optical model equation and the irregular Coulomb function [5] and their 
derivatives. 

In the framework of the variant III, analyzed in detail in [4], the irregular 
solution of coupled Schrodinger equations and its derivative can be written as 
follows [4, formula 211: 

Xi = X,Q In x + TGIzx-* 

dxi -is= -$$ Q In x + (BIITGIz + G,,) .x-I. 

The same notations as in [4] were used (Q E U,, , AI = L&). For the Gl, and G& 
matrices we derived in [4] recurrence relations: 

Gil1 = II 2hPI,G;l + ‘2 V”G;;““]/(t + l)(t + 29, 
.S=O 

G;, = (t + 1) TG,t:’ - P,,TG: . 

There are similar recurrence relations for the Gi2 and GiZ matrices: 

(2) 

t-2 
(t - l)(t - 24 G,t, = 2hTP,,TG;,1 + c TV’TGf,-‘-’ 

a=0 

- [(t - l)T + (t - 2X)] G;;2”Q2”-‘, 

G;, = (t + 1 - 2h) TG,t;l - PIITG;, + G;l+l-aAQ”“-l. 
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(3) 
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If the system of equations is reduced to only one, the irregular solution and 
its derivative for the optical model equation are obtained 

xi = x7Q In x + G,,x-~ 

dxi -= 
dx $ Q In x + (&lG1z + G,J xA 

with the following recurrence relations: 

t-z 

(t - l)(t - 2h) G;, = 86;;' + c VsG;;s--2 - Q(2t - 2h - 1) G;y2$ 
5=0 

Gi2 = (t + 1 - 2h) G:;’ - $ Gi2 + QG;:‘-““, 

($2 = 0, Gi2 = 1, G,"; = 0, Q = & G;;-l + G;;-? 

(4) 

(5) 

In these formulas the terms multiplied by Q vanish for 0 < t < 2A. 
If one sets V” = -1, Vsfo = 0, in (4) and (5), the irregular part of the Coulomb 

function Gy and its derivative, must be obtained. So we obtain the well-known 
formulas (17), (18), (22), (19), (20), and (22)-(24) from [5] for the irregular part 
of the Gr function and its derivative, and for the recurrence relations respectively: 

(G,,), = r’,Q In x -I- G12~-(“+1) 
(6) 

(Gy’), = &,‘Q In x + [ 2(Y$ l) G,, + (’ T ‘) G12 -F C,2] X-(‘+‘) 

(t - l)(t - 2y - 2) G;, = ,f3G;,l - G:i2 - Q(2t - 2y - 3) G;;a”-2 
(7) 

G;, = (t - 2y - 1) G:;l - 16 2(y + 1) G42 + QGt,;2y-1. 
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